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Gluon fusion sections in Yellow Report 4

• Main focus on the N3LO inclusive cross section  
• Not focus of this presentation 

• Contributions from different groups: 
• Predictions for ggF jet binning  

+ including jet bin correlations 
• Predictions of Higgs boson pT 
• Leading jet pT (@NNLO) 

• Comparison of “benchmark predictions”: key distributions of Higgs 
gluon fusion  
• Both analytical and MC predictions included



Benchmark comparison from YR4

Parton level predictions
HRes NNLO+NNLL
CuTe NNLO+N3LL
NRV NLO+NNLL
MRT N3LO+N2LL
NNLOJET HJ@NNLO
BFGLP HJ@NNLO
STWZ,BL NNLL’+NNLO0

JVE N3LO + jet veto
GoSam+Sherpa 1,2,3J @ NLO

• In Run-1 ATLAS and CMS used Powheg (0-jet@NLO) as default MC generator for 
inclusive ggF production (several other generators used for cross-checks, e.g. of 2-jet 
region) 
• Normalization from YR3 (dF-G, NNLO+NNLL, µ=mH), k-factor ~= 1.5 
• First jet at LO, second jet from parton shower, hence imperfect modelling of jet 

activity and Higgs boson transverse momentum → Applied reweighing to 
match kinematic distribution from state-of-the-art predictions, namely pTH from 
HRes 2.3 (dynamic scale) and Njets from  higher order calculations 

• For Run-2 we hope we can avoid reweighing 

• Benchmarking predictions important for several 
reasons, one of them to see how well modern MC  
generators hold up against analytical predictions

MC generators (hadron level)
Powheg NNLOPS inclusive NNLO, 1j@NLO
aMC@NLO MG5 NLO-merged 0,1,2j @NLO
* Powheg NNLOPS likely baseline generator for inclusive ggF  
by ATLAS+CMS for next round of analyses



Benchmark comparison from YR4, pT,H

inclusive  
cross section
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effects are taken into account through the term �t�̂NNLO
ij,EFT in eq. (4.12), rescaled by RLO. We also1031

include electroweak corrections to the gluon-fusion cross-section (normalised to the exact LO cross-1032

section) through the term ��̂ij,EW in eq. (4.12). Unlike QCD corrections, electroweak corrections have1033

only been computed through NLO in the electromagnetic coupling constant ↵ [105–107]. Moreover,1034

mixed QCD-electroweak corrections, i.e., corrections proportional to ↵ ↵3
s , are known in an effective1035

theory [108] valid in the limit where not only the top quark but also the electroweak bosons are much1036

heavier than the Higgs boson. In this limit the interaction of the Higgs boson with the W and Z bosons is1037

described via a point-like vertex coupling the gluons to the Higgs boson. Higher-order corrections in this1038

limit can thus be included into the Wilson coefficient in front of the dimension-five operator describing1039

the effective interaction of the gluons with the Higgs boson.1040

1.1.2 Summary of results1041

The numerical results quoted in this section are valid the following set of input parameters:

p
S 13 TeV

mh 125 GeV
PDF PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100

↵s(mZ) 0.118
mt(mt) 162.7 GeV (MS)
mb(mb) 4.18 GeV (MS)

mc(3GeV ) 0.986 GeV (MS)
µ = µR = µF 62.5 GeV (= mH/2)

1042

Using these input parameters, our current best prediction for the production cross section of a1043

Higgs boson with a mass mH = 125 GeV at the LHC with a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is1044

� = 48.58 pb+2.22 pb (+4.56%)
�3.27 pb (�6.72%) (theory) ± 1.56 pb (3.20%) (PDF+↵s) . (4.3)

The central value in eq. (4.3), computed a the central scale µF = µR = mH/2, is the combination1045

of all the effects considered in eq. (4.12). The breakdown of the different effects is:1046

48.58 pb = 16.00 pb (+32.9%) (LO, rEFT)
+ 20.84 pb (+42.9%) (NLO, rEFT)
� 2.05 pb (�4.2%) ((t, b, c), exact NLO)
+ 9.56 pb (+19.7%) (NNLO, rEFT)
+ 0.34 pb (+0.7%) (NNLO, 1/mt)
+ 2.40 pb (+4.9%) (EW, QCD-EW)
+ 1.49 pb (+3.1%) (N3LO, rEFT)

(4.4)

We note that for the N3LO central value is completely insensitive to threshold resummation effects for1047

µF = µR = mH/2 and the central value obtained from a fixed-order N3LO computation and a resummed1048

computation at N3LO + N3LL are identical for this scale choice. We therefore conclude that threshold1049

resummation does not provide any improvement of the central value, and it is therefore not included it1050

into our prediction.1051

The PDF and ↵s uncertainties are computed following the recommendation of the PDF4LHC1052

working group. The remaining theory-uncertainty in eq. (4.3) is obtained by adding linearly vari-1053

ous sources of theoretical uncertainty, which affect the different contributions to the cross section in1054

eq. (4.12). The breakdown of the different theoretical uncertainties whose linear sum produces the theo-1055

retical uncertainty in eq. (4.3) is1056
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• Different 
approaches used 

• No prediction use 
EW correction. 
Many include 
quark masses. 
Need to keep in 
mind when 
comparing with 
N3LO:

~10%
• In general, good agreement between most predictions 
• Powheg NNLOPS does well (no need for reweighing)
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Benchmark comparison from YR4, Njets
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Benchmark comparison from YR4, jet pT
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Benchmark comparison from YR4, VBF region
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Table 4.19: Predicted cross sections for gg ! H with VBF topology. The QCD uncertainties shown for POWHEG

NNLOPS are not valid (the third jet is from the showering). The last two rows show result from normalizing the
inclusive cross section to 46.18 pb.

mjj > 400 GeV, �yjj > 2.8 mjj > 600 GeV, �yjj > 4.0

Prediction no jet3 veto pT,j3 < 30 GeV no jet3 veto pT,j3 < 30 GeV
POWHEG NNLOPS 653+86

�86 fb 435+54
�54 fb 283+36

�36 fb 198+24
�24 fb

aMCNLO MG5 512+152
�133 fb 329+92

�84 fb 214+62
�57 fb 142+39

�37 fb
GOSAM+SHERPA HJJ@NLO 610+74

�120 fb 435+0
�70 fb 268+32

�55 fb 195+0
�31 fb

POWHEG NNLOPS, k = 1.05 683+90
�90 fb 455+57

�57 fb 296+38
�38 fb 207+25

�25 fb
aMCNLO MG5, k = 1.41 721+214

�188 fb 463+129
�118 fb 302+87

�80 fb 200+55
�52 fb

by calculating production amplitudes in the limit of an infinite top quark mass. This is typically achieved
by deriving the relevant amplitudes from the effective Lagrangian

LHEFT = �C1

4v
HGµ⌫G

µ⌫ , (4.57)

with the gluon field strength tensor Gµ⌫ , the Higgs field H , and a perturbatively calculable Wilson2325

coefficient C1. This Lagrangian gives rise to tree-level couplings that replace the loop-induced SM2326

couplings between gluons and the Higgs, effectively reducing the number of loops in any calculation by2327

one.2328

When considering the total inclusive Higgs production cross section, finite top quark mass effects2329

remain very moderate even at higher orders in QCD [101–104, 231, 232]. In the tail of the transverse2330

momentum spectrum of the Higgs boson or for heavy Higgs boson (virtual) masses, however, the correc-2331

tions can become very large, indicating a complete breakdown of the HEFT approximation [233, 234].2332

It has also been known for a long time that the bottom quark loops, which are entirely neglected in the2333

HEFT, affect the spectrum in the small-pH
? region [234,235]. In this region, an all-order resummation of2334

QCD corrections is required. Standard techniques need to be adapted in order to achieve this due to the2335

bottom quark mass that introduces an additional scale into the calculation [221].2336

Several fully differential Monte Carlo codes have therefore been developed that take into account2337

the full heavy quark mass dependence at NLO [150,221,236,237]. NLO results for Higgs production in2338

association with a jet are not available for finite heavy quark masses due to missing two-loop amplitudes2339

for this process.2340

In this note, we present an approximate treatment of finite top mass effects at NLO based on one-2341

loop amplitudes only. This allows us to calculate Higgs plus n-jet processes at NLO, while retaining2342

finite top mass effects in an approximate way. Using this approximation, we employ multijet merg-2343

ing techniques [238] to merge higher-multiplicity NLO processes matched to a parton shower into one2344

exclusive event sample, extending similar approaches [239–242] in terms of jet multiplicity and ↵s ac-2345

curacy. Based on leading order merging, we also suggest a method to address the issues raised in [221]2346

concerning the inclusion of bottom quark contributions in the low-pH
? region.2347

4.1 Implementation of Quark Mass Corrections2348

In order to take into account the full heavy quark mass effects in the hard scattering at leading order, we2349

replace the approximate HEFT tree-level matrix elements provided by Sherpa’s matrix element generator2350

Amegic++ [243] with the exact one-loop matrix elements provided by OpenLoops [244] in combination2351



1. MC predictions with accurate central values  
→ Wish to avoid reweighing kinematic distributions (as was done in Run-1) 

2. Theoretical uncertainties (QCD in particular) 
a. ggF jet bins 
b. Higgs pT 
c. ggF with VBF topology (“VBF contamination”) 

d. Need to assess all the above simultaneously, in a combined fit  
→ QCD uncertainties split into independent (Hessian) components, 
such that they can be treated as “nuisance parameters”. 

3. Agreement on valid procedure(s), including technical implementation

Current focus of the ggF group

Desired from the experimental side: 
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d. Need to assess all the above simultaneously, in a combined fit  
→ QCD uncertainties split into independent (Hessian) components, 
such that they can be treated as “nuisance parameters”. 

3. Agreement on valid procedure(s), including technical implementation

Current focus of the ggF group

Desired from the experimental side: 

In YR4

Partially in YR4

To be further discussed in dedicated meeting. 
(See doodle later)



Jet bin uncertainties and correlation

• The “main” Higgs (coupling) results are extracted in combined fits using multiple 
Higgs decay channels and several kinematic regions simultaneously 
➡ We don’t just need the SM ggF uncertainty in a kinematic region, but also 

uncertainty correlation between different bins 
➡ In experimental analyses, this is typically achieved by splitting the total 

uncertainty into independent (Hessian) components(/sources) treated with an 
associated nuisance parameter in the fit 

‣ Nice section in YR4 discusses this:  
General treatment of theory uncertainties between kinematic bins 

‣ Two contributions also touch on this topic: 
‣ JVE @ N3LO, providing uncertainty for 0⟷1 jet migration: 0 and ≥1 jet bins 
‣ STWZ, BLPTW, providing uncertainties for the 0, 1 and ≥2 jet bins
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pcut
T = 25 GeV �/pb �µ �' �0/1

cut �1/2
cut total pert. unc.

��0 47.41±2.40 4.6% 2.0% - - 5.1%

�0 26.25±1.97 4.7% 0.6% 5.8% - 7.5%

��1 21.16±1.96 4.5% 3.8% 7.1% - 9.3%

�1 13.28±1.76 4.2% 3.3% 9.8% 7.2% 13.3%

��2 7.88±1.12 5.1% 4.6% 2.7% 12.2% 14.3%

pcut
T = 30 GeV �/pb �µ �' �0/1

cut �1/2
cut total pert. unc.

��0 47.41±2.40 4.6% 2.0% - - 5.1%

�0 29.51±1.65 3.8% 0.1% 4.1% - 5.6%

��1 17.90±1.88 6.0% 5.2% 6.8% - 10.5%

�1 11.94±1.58 5.5% 4.8% 8.4% 7.2% 13.2%

��2 5.96±1.05 7.1% 6.1% 3.6% 14.5% 17.6%

Table 4.17: Predictions for the 0/1/2-jet bins for pcut
T = 25 GeV (top) and pcut

T = 30 GeV (bottom).

The fixed-order perturbative description of its differential spectrum features large logarithms in the form1997

↵n
S lnm(MH/pH

t )/pH
t , with m  2n�1, which spoil the convergence of the series at small pH

t . In order to1998

obtain meaningful predictions in that phase-space region, such terms must be resummed to all orders in1999

↵S , so that the perturbative series can be recast in terms of dominant all-order towers of logarithms. The2000

logarithmic accuracy is commonly defined at the level of the logarithm of the cumulative cross section,2001

henceforth referred to as ⌃(pH
t ), where one refers to the dominant terms ↵n

s lnn+1(MH/pH
t ) as leading2002

logarithms (LL), to terms ↵n
s lnn(MH/pH

t ) as next-to-leading logarithms (NLL), to ↵n
s lnn�1(MH/pH

t ) as2003

next-to-next-to-leading logarithms (NNLL), and so on.2004

The all-order computation of the logarithms of the ratio MH/pH
t has been performed up to NNLL2005

order in refs. [190,191] using the formalism developed in [192,193], and in ref. [194] using an effective-2006

field-theory approach. These resummed results are usually matched to fixed-order predictions in order2007

to obtain a description of pH
t which gives a reliable coverage of the whole phase space. The recent2008

computations of the differential pH
t distribution at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [167, 170, 171,2009

195], and of the inclusive gluon-fusion cross section at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO)2010

in [91, 94], once combined with state-of-the-art resummation, allow to obtain a formal NNLL+NNLO2011

accuracy for d�/dpH
t .2012

All of the resummation approaches mentioned so far rely on an impact-parameter-space formula-2013

tion [196, 197], which is motivated by the fact that the observable naturally factorises in this space as a2014

product of the contributions of each individual emission. Conversely, in pH
t space one is unable to find,2015

at a given order beyond LL, a closed analytic expression for the resummed distribution which is simulta-2016

neously free of logarithmically subleading corrections and of singularities at finite pH
t values [198]. This2017

fact has a simple physical origin: the region of small pH
t receives contributions both from configurations2018

in which each of the transverse momenta of the radiated partons is equally small (Sudakov limit), and2019

from configurations where pH
t tends to zero owing to cancellations among non-zero transverse momenta2020

of the emissions. The latter mechanism is in fact the dominant one at small pH
t and, as a result, the cumu-2021

lative cross section in that region vanishes as O(pH
t
2) rather than being exponentially suppressed [197].2022

If these effects are neglected in a resummation performed in transverse-momentum space, the latter2023

would feature a geometric singularity at some finite value of pH
t . The same issue is present in an impact-2024

parameter-space formulation whenever one tries to obtain a result in pH
t space free of any contamination2025

from subleading logarithmic terms.2026

However, it has recently been shown [199] that the problem can be solved also in transverse-2027

QCD uncertainty split into 4 
independent sources 
normalization 
resummation 
0⟷1 jet migration 
1⟷2 jet migration



Jet bin uncertainties and correlation

• The “main” Higgs (coupling) results are extracted in combined fits using multiple 
Higgs decay channels and several kinematic regions simultaneously 
➡ We don’t just need the SM ggF uncertainty in a kinematic region, but also 

uncertainty correlation between different bins 
➡ In experimental analyses, this is typically achieved by splitting the total 

uncertainty into independent (Hessian) components(/sources) treated with an 
associated nuisance parameter in the fit 

‣ Nice section in YR4 discusses this:  
General treatment of theory uncertainties between kinematic bins 

‣ Two contributions also touch on this topic: 
‣ JVE @ N3LO, providing uncertainty for 0⟷1 jet migration: 0 and ≥1 jet bins 
‣ STWZ, BLPTW, providing uncertainties for the 0, 1 and ≥2 jet bins
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pcut
T = 25 GeV �/pb �µ �' �0/1

cut �1/2
cut total pert. unc.

��0 47.41±2.40 4.6% 2.0% - - 5.1%

�0 26.25±1.97 4.7% 0.6% 5.8% - 7.5%

��1 21.16±1.96 4.5% 3.8% 7.1% - 9.3%

�1 13.28±1.76 4.2% 3.3% 9.8% 7.2% 13.3%

��2 7.88±1.12 5.1% 4.6% 2.7% 12.2% 14.3%

pcut
T = 30 GeV �/pb �µ �' �0/1

cut �1/2
cut total pert. unc.

��0 47.41±2.40 4.6% 2.0% - - 5.1%

�0 29.51±1.65 3.8% 0.1% 4.1% - 5.6%

��1 17.90±1.88 6.0% 5.2% 6.8% - 10.5%

�1 11.94±1.58 5.5% 4.8% 8.4% 7.2% 13.2%

��2 5.96±1.05 7.1% 6.1% 3.6% 14.5% 17.6%

Table 4.17: Predictions for the 0/1/2-jet bins for pcut
T = 25 GeV (top) and pcut

T = 30 GeV (bottom).

The fixed-order perturbative description of its differential spectrum features large logarithms in the form1997

↵n
S lnm(MH/pH

t )/pH
t , with m  2n�1, which spoil the convergence of the series at small pH

t . In order to1998

obtain meaningful predictions in that phase-space region, such terms must be resummed to all orders in1999

↵S , so that the perturbative series can be recast in terms of dominant all-order towers of logarithms. The2000

logarithmic accuracy is commonly defined at the level of the logarithm of the cumulative cross section,2001

henceforth referred to as ⌃(pH
t ), where one refers to the dominant terms ↵n

s lnn+1(MH/pH
t ) as leading2002

logarithms (LL), to terms ↵n
s lnn(MH/pH

t ) as next-to-leading logarithms (NLL), to ↵n
s lnn�1(MH/pH

t ) as2003

next-to-next-to-leading logarithms (NNLL), and so on.2004

The all-order computation of the logarithms of the ratio MH/pH
t has been performed up to NNLL2005

order in refs. [190,191] using the formalism developed in [192,193], and in ref. [194] using an effective-2006

field-theory approach. These resummed results are usually matched to fixed-order predictions in order2007

to obtain a description of pH
t which gives a reliable coverage of the whole phase space. The recent2008

computations of the differential pH
t distribution at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [167, 170, 171,2009

195], and of the inclusive gluon-fusion cross section at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO)2010

in [91, 94], once combined with state-of-the-art resummation, allow to obtain a formal NNLL+NNLO2011

accuracy for d�/dpH
t .2012

All of the resummation approaches mentioned so far rely on an impact-parameter-space formula-2013

tion [196, 197], which is motivated by the fact that the observable naturally factorises in this space as a2014

product of the contributions of each individual emission. Conversely, in pH
t space one is unable to find,2015

at a given order beyond LL, a closed analytic expression for the resummed distribution which is simulta-2016

neously free of logarithmically subleading corrections and of singularities at finite pH
t values [198]. This2017

fact has a simple physical origin: the region of small pH
t receives contributions both from configurations2018

in which each of the transverse momenta of the radiated partons is equally small (Sudakov limit), and2019

from configurations where pH
t tends to zero owing to cancellations among non-zero transverse momenta2020

of the emissions. The latter mechanism is in fact the dominant one at small pH
t and, as a result, the cumu-2021

lative cross section in that region vanishes as O(pH
t
2) rather than being exponentially suppressed [197].2022

If these effects are neglected in a resummation performed in transverse-momentum space, the latter2023

would feature a geometric singularity at some finite value of pH
t . The same issue is present in an impact-2024

parameter-space formulation whenever one tries to obtain a result in pH
t space free of any contamination2025

from subleading logarithmic terms.2026

However, it has recently been shown [199] that the problem can be solved also in transverse-2027

QCD uncertainty split into 4 
independent sources 
normalization 
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0⟷1 jet migration 
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Requests from ATLAS+CMS 1/2
Simplified template cross sections (STXS) 

1. Can the ggF subgroup provide theory uncertainties for the "stage 1” binning of the 
STXS? (see picture below)  
Note: pT,Njets uncertainty correlations becomes particularly important here! 

2. Benchmarks from precision calculation of these cross sections also desired for 
comparison with MC predictions (normalized to the N3LO inclusive cross section)Gluon Fusion – Stage 1.

= 0-jet

ggF

� 2-jet

pH
T [200,1]

BSM

pH
T [0, 60]

pH
T [60, 120]

pH
T [120, 200]

= 1-jet

pH
T [200,1]

BSM

pH
T [0, 60]
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T [60, 120]

pH
T [120, 200]

(+)

(+)

(+) (+)

(+)

� 2-jet

pHjj
T [0, 25]

pHjj
T [25,1]

' 2j

& 3j

pH
T < 200

VBF cuts

Experimental and theoretical motivations for each cut value given in YR4
Finalized bin with VBF topology cuts

I Fixed jet-veto like cut to pHjj
T at 25 GeV

I Includes cut on pH
T < 200GeV (giving priority to inclusive Nj � 2 bin)

Frank Tackmann (DESY) Simplified Template Cross Sections 2016-07-07 10 / 17



Requests from ATLAS+CMS 2/2

1. Uncertainties in VBF-like regions are becoming more relevant, could there be 
recommendations with the latest updates?   

2. Several analyses use MVA discriminate to separate VBF from ggF, starting from all 
events with (at least) 2 jets. → need to assess uncertainty on both normalization 
and shape of such a MVA discriminant

To be discussed further in dedicated meeting. 
 Also note: In YR3 there is recommendation, with an associated code, 
to evaluate uncertainty of the ggF prediction.



WG1 ggF meeting, to discuss ggF predictions (jets, pTH, 
VBF region) and in particular QCD uncertainties

Please fill in doodle if you wish to attend: 
http://doodle.com/poll/xbcnrxbrf5ux6pxh

http://doodle.com/poll/xbcnrxbrf5ux6pxh


Backup



Benchmark comparison from YR4, jet pT
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